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Biomechanical adaptation of the bone-periodontal ligament
(PDL)-tooth fibrous joint as a consequence of disease

Jeremy D. Lina, Jihyun Leea, Hüseyin Özcobanb, Gerold A. Schneiderb, and Sunita P. Hoa,*

aDivision of Biomaterials and Bioengineering, Department of Preventive and Restorative Dental
Sciences, School of Dentistry, University of California San Francisco, CA 94143

bInstitute of Advanced Ceramics, Hamburg University of Technology, Hamburg, Germany

Abstract

In this study, an in vivo ligature-induced periodontitis rat model was used to investigate temporal

changes to the solid and fluid phases of the joint by correlating shifts in joint biomechanics to

adaptive changes in soft and hard tissue morphology, and functional space. After 6 and 12 weeks

of ligation, coronal regions showed a significant decrease in alveolar crest height, increased

expression of TNF-α, and degradation of attachment fibers as indicated by decreased collagen

birefringence. Cyclical compression to peak loads of 5-15N at speeds of 0.2-2.0N/mm followed by

load relaxation tests showed decreased stiffness and load rate values, load relaxation, and load

recoverability, of ligated joints. Shifts in joint stiffness and reactionary load rate increased with

time while shifts in joint relaxation and recoverability decreased between control and ligated

groups, complementing measurements of increased tooth displacement as evaluated through

digital image correlation. Shifts in functional space between control and ligated joints were

significantly increased at the interradicular (Δ10-25μm) and distal coronal (Δ20-45μm) regions.

Histology revealed time-dependent increases in nuclei elongation within PDL cells and collagen

fiber alignment, uncrimping, and directionality, in 12-week ligated joints compared to random

orientation in 6-week ligated joints and to controls. We propose that altered strains from tooth

hypermobility could cause varying degrees of solid-to-fluid compaction, alter dampening

characteristics of the joint, and potentiate increased adaptation at the risk of joint failure.

1. Introduction

During function, the tooth is subjected to micromotion that prompts homeostasis – a vital

state that sustains the fundamental nature of the bone-periodontal ligament (PDL)-cementum
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complex by absorbing and transmitting mechanical loads through various soft and hard

structural elements (Beertsen et al., 1997; Herring, 2012; Ten Cate, 1998). Homeostasis is

due to an orchestration of events at several hierarchical length scales that include cells,

tissues per se, interfaces between tissues, and eventually the entire organ (Bartold, 2012;

Beertsen et al., 1997). Hence, the optimum contributions of elastic and time-related viscous

response are maintained, allowing joint recovery upon removal of functional forces.

However, a shift in homeostasis can cause modeling of the soft and hard structural elements

(Giannobile et al., 2003), subsequently leading to an overall disturbance in organ

biomechanics (Lee and Lin et al., 2013). Such shifts are often a result of perturbations

(periodontal disease, parafunctional loads, and therapeutic load) to physiologic tooth

mobility, which over prolonged loading can cause abnormal tooth displacement within the

alveolar socket (Hurng et al., 2011).

Shifts in joint biomechanics can be sensed by both softer and harder tissues due to the

“mechanoresponsive” nature of respective cellular components (Ingber, 2003, 2005). As a

result, the shifts in mechanical signals (within normal and/or perturbed conditions) could

prompt varying intensities and localization of biomolecules, which in turn could redefine the

homeostatic nature of the complex (Ingber, 2006). Knowledge about the altered

mechanoresponse of a joint is essential because within most mammals, the cyclic function

(mastication) causes the joint to react as a result of the combined effect of constitutive

properties from soft and hard tissues and an overall shift in strain patterning within the joint

(Carter and Beaupré, 2001; Chen and Ingber, 1999). Components in softer viscoelastic PDL

include the solid phase of the organic matrix and the fluid phase of interstitial fluid and

blood (Bergomi et al., 2010). When broken down to the molecular constituents, the solid

phase can be further analyzed for changes in macromolecular structures of collagen and

semi-solid proteoglycans (PGs) and breakdown of the interconnecting network between

collagen and PG, while the fluid phase can be affected by bound and unbound water. Such

changes in constituitive properties can be compounded by inflammation related changes in

hemodynamics, pH, and temperature (Giannobile et al., 2003; Holmes et al., 1985; Kinney

et al., 2007). Together, the change in concentration, type, and interaction of constituents

affects the overall time related response, i.e. the viscous nature of the fibrous joint that can

be mapped by mimicking varied loading rates (speed of loading) (Alexopoulos et al., 2005;

Duenwald et al., 2009, 2010; Guilak et al., 1994; Mow et al., 1984). Alterations to each of

the constitutive properties of harder and softer elements in a fibrous joint can occur through

disease and/or pathological loading, thereby decreasing the ability of the joint to optimally

respond to function. Resulting changes in strain patterns can shift the organ into

compensatory function, which can also be identified through changes in form (Carter and

Beaupré, 2001; Ingber, 2003).

In this study, the induced perturbation to the complex of a small-scale animal model is the

globally prevalent periodontitis, which is known to affect tooth biomechanics (Dasanayake,

2010; Doyle and Bartold, 2012; Lee and Lin et al., 2013). Inflammatory macromolecules

during disease onset and progression cause degradation of softer structural elements such as

collagen and PGs, breakdown of the organic network, resorption and alteration of mineral

composition and content, and changes in fluid flux and water retention characteristics.
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Without clinical intervention, the amount of attachment between tooth and bone decreases

and with persistent disease increases tooth mobility within the bony socket. Our previous

study illustrated an early-stage mechanobiological effect of the joint due to increased tooth

mobility from periodontitis (Lee and Lin et al., 2013). With the increased expression of

mechanosensitive proteins under perpetuating function, the joint was postulated to have an

altered biomechanical response through amplified and/or decreased strains. Hence, it is

proposed that prolonged functional loads in the presence of disease-induced inflammation at

the originally strain-amplified hot spots accelerate joint degeneration through

mechanobiological adaptation. The objective is to correlate changes in load-displacement

response coupled with in situ imaging to histology to detect such adaptations due to disease

progression.

2. Materials and Methods

Please refer to the supplemental information for details on the ligature model setup and

specimen preparation for in situ loading. In brief, 4-0 silk suture threads soaked in 7.1mg of

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from Escherichia coli serotype 055:B5 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,

MO, L2880) per 1mL of 1× Tris-buffered saline (TBS, pH7.4) were placed in the

experimental group (N=5 for each time point of 6 and 12weeks of ligation) to induce

periodontitis in 6-week-old male Sprague Dawley rats (Lee and Lin et al., 2013). Rats

belonging to the control group (N=5 for each time point) were flossed with 4-0 silk ligatures

without LPS.

2.1. Uniaxial compression tests

Biomechanical testing of experimental and control groups was performed by cyclically

loading the second maxillary molar at various displacement rates of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and

2.0mm/min, to tease out the contributions of the various constitutive properties within the

joint (Hiiemae, 2004; Lin et al., 2013; Thomas and Peyton, 1983). Loading was performed

until peak reactionary load responses of 5, 7, 10 and 15N (Nies and Ro, 2004), were

detected by the transducer. Initial contact was ensured through detection of a response load

of 0.2N. The sequence of permutations was a set of increasing magnitudes of displacement

rate per increasing peak load. All cycles were brought back to the initial baseline load of

0.2N. Specimens were loaded 4 times to each peak load at different displacement rate

combinations, and only the last 3 cycles were used for various analyses. Data was collected

at a sampling time of 100ms. Recovery and rehydration of periodontal tissues between each

cycle were allowed through a one minute wait period.

2.2. Load relaxation tests

Load relaxation studies were performed on the same second maxillary molars as described

in 2.1. Molars were loaded at displacement rates of 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0mm/min, to peak

reactionary loads of 5, 10, and 15N. After the desired peak reactionary load was reached for

each permutation, the jaws of the testing device were held in place for two minutes.

Unloading of the molar was then performed, and specimens were allowed two minutes for

recovery and rehydration of periodontal tissues before biomechanical testing using the next

permutation parameters was performed.
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2.3. Analyses

Stiffness (N/mm) and the reactionary load rate (N/s) were determined by using a linear

regression model fit to the last 30% of the load-displacement and load-time data,

respectively, of each compression cycle (Fung, 1993; Lin et al., 2013; Popowics et al.,

2009). The two minute hold portions of the load-time profiles were compared to evaluate

load relaxation. The first 30% percent of data points in the unloading curves were used to

generate unloading load rate responses, i.e. load recovery between control and ligated joints.

3. Results

3.1. Response to uniaxial loads

Ligated joints exhibited a decreased reactionary load rate (also known as reactionary

response) (Figs.1a,b), a decreased stiffness, and an increased displacement compared to

controls at both time points (Figs.1c,d). Additionally, the reactionary load rate diverged with

increasing speeds for both control and ligated joints. A shift in reactionary load rate and

joint stiffness over time was observed by identifying changes in slope of the linear fits to

control and ligated data sets between the 6-week and 12-week time points (Figs.1e,f). With

the exception at 5N of peak load, the magnitude of slope differences in load rate at the 12-

week time point were greater than slope differences at the 6-week time point. These

observed differences increased with increasing peak loads (Fig.1e). With the exception at

1.5mm/min, stiffness slope differences at the 12-week time point were greater than slope

differences at the 6-week time point (Fig.1f). Unlike slope differences in load rate, no

significant trends were observed in stiffness shifts across displacement rates. However, the

12-week ligated specimens demonstrated a higher shift in stiffness from control compared to

6-week ligated specimens.

3.2. Load relaxation and recovery characteristics

A nonlinear load relaxation response over a hold phase of 2min (Fig. 2a) at 5, 10, and 15N,

of reactionary peak loads at a slower speed of 0.2mm/min (Figs. 2b,d) was observed. In

comparison, loading to the same peak loads but at a faster speed of 2mm/min (Figs.2c,e)

demonstrated a linear load relaxation response. Control joints appeared to have a greater

range of load relaxation than diseased joints. At 6 weeks, the ligated joint exhibited

decreased load relaxation compared to the control joint when loaded at 0.2mm/min (Fig.2b).

Similar behavior but to a lesser extent was observed when the displacement rate was

increased by tenfold (Fig.2c) and after 12weeks (Fig.2d,e). Both control and ligated joints at

12weeks exhibited less load relaxation compared to those at 6 weeks.

During recovery of the joint for the same drop in load (Fig.3a), rapidly unloaded specimens

(Figs.3c,e,g) demonstrated a nonlinear effect within the first 2s of unloading compared to

the slowly unloaded (Figs.3b,d,f and corresponding insets) specimens. Ligated joints at

6weeks exhibited overall decreased load recovery compared to controls at 0.2 and

2.0mm/min (Figs.3b,c). The diseased joints took less time to recover compared to healthy

joints at 0.2 and 2.0mm/min of unloading regardless of reactionary peak load (Fig.3f,g). At

12weeks, ligated joints exhibited greater ranges but similar load recovery characteristics

compared to control joints at 0.2mm/min and 2.0mm/min (Fig.3d,e) for all peak loads. The
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ligated joints displayed similar slopes to controls at 0.2mm/min and 2.0mm/min of

unloading (Fig.3f,g).

3.3. Tooth displacement using digital image correlation (DIC)

At 12weeks, the control second molar exhibited minimal horizontal displacement (Fig.4a)

with a predominantly vertical depression (40-50μm, Fig.4b) towards the alveolar bone. In

comparison to controls, the molar within the ligated joint exhibited increased horizontal

displacement towards the mesial direction (Fig.4c). This displacement gradually increased

from the crown (10-15μm) down in the coronal (20-30μm) and apical (30-35μm) regions of

the roots. Ligated molars also demonstrated increased vertical depression (65-85μm) into the

alveolar socket (Fig.4d) compared to control joints.

3.4. Morphological differences in PDL-space

The PDL-space at the interradicular and distal apical regions increased significantly at 6 and

12weeks when compared to corresponding regions in controls, while the PDL-space

illustrated decreasing trends all along the mesial and the distal coronal regions (Fig.5a).

While the interradicular PDL-space increased between 6 and 12 weeks, the PDL-space of

the distal apical region decreased. Differences between control and ligated PDL-spaces in

both of these regions showed net positive differences (average ligated joints had greater

PDL-spaces than corresponding average control joints), while mesial coronal, mesial apical,

and distal coronal regions, all exhibited net negative differences (average control joints had

greater PDL-spaces than corresponding average ligated joints).

3.5. Histological comparisons

3.5.1. Osteoclastic activity—At 6weeks, the PDL-bone interfaces at mesial furcation

(Figs.5b.ii,vi) and distal (Figs.5b.iv,vii) regions of ligated exhibited increased expression of

TRAP(+)-stained osteoclasts and reversal lines, especially in apical regions of bone opposite

to secondary cementum. Furthermore, clear layers of outgrowth that were devoid of

cementocytes and entered into the PDL space were observed in mesial furcation regions and

in greater widths in distal regions within the ligated joint compared to controls. At 12weeks

(Figs.5b.xi-xx), both groups exhibited increased TRAP(+)-staining compared to their

counterparts at 6weeks. Increased TRAP(+) staining of osteoclasts, reversal lines, and the

extracellular matrix, at the PDL-bone interfaces of mesial furcation, distal, and interradicular

regions (Figs.5b.xvi,xviii,xx), was observed compared to controls (Figs.5b.xii,xiv,xix). Of

particular interest was the presence of TRAP(+)-stained cells at the coronal regions of the

furcation PDL-bone regions (Figs.5b.xv,xvii).

3.5.2. Fiber and nuclei organization—The interdental epithelium exhibited increased

width and disorganization in ligated joints compared to controls (Fig.6a). At 6weeks, the

congregation of nuclei in the distal apical complex exhibited a more elongated morphology

(spindle), increased organization, and sparser distribution in the ligated joint compared to

the control joint (Figs.6b.iii,iv). Fiber morphology showed that the crimped morphology of

the PDL ligament in controls was lost in areas that experienced elongation of nuclei (Fig.

6b.iv). Interestingly, at 12weeks apical complexes of ligated joints exhibited the

characteristics described at 6weeks (Figs.6c.ii,iv). At the PDL-cementum interfaces, nuclei
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were organized along the cementum surface in correlation with the advancement of

mineralization fronts (Figs.6c.ii,iv). Coronal regions of the viable (non-degraded) complex

exhibited similar trends to that observed at apical regions (Fig.S1).

3.5.3. Collagen birefringence—Overall, transseptal fibers in control joints exhibited

heavy birefringence while those in ligated joints exhibited decreased and patchy

birefringence. No significant differences in collagen birefringence and random fiber

directionality were observed at 6weeks (Figs.6b.v-viii,ix-xii) between control and ligated

joints. At 12weeks the ligated PDL-cementum interface exhibited increased birefringence

(Fig.6c.vi) compared to the rest of the bulk PDL in mesial regions. Birefringence was

noticeably thinner next to primary cementum than next to secondary cementum at

comparable angles of polarization. When comparing distal complexes, ligated joints showed

heavy birefringence in the bulk PDL primarily in coronal regions (Fig.6c.viii) where fibers

ran perpendicularly with the cementum and bone compared to oblique fibers in the control

(Fig.6c.vii). Apical regions showed high birefringence at distal PDL-cementum interfaces

with less birefringence in the bulk PDL.

4. Discussion

In this study, it was hypothesized that periodontitis could change the biomechanical

response of the fibrous joint through adaptation. Hence, biomechanical correlates with

changes in morphology due to mineralization and resorption will be discussed to highlight

the effects of 1) altered joint biomechanics and a 2) subsequent shift in mechanobiology

leading to compensatory mechanisms identified as joint adaptation. The fundamental

hallmarks of periodontitis that generated coronal biomechanical instability within the

ligature model included: crestal bone resorption with a decrease in crestal height (Fig.S2b),

deterioration of transseptal fibers with adjacent teeth and of crestal ligament attachment with

the tooth (Figs.S2b and 6b,c), and changes in PDL-space (Fig.5a), i.e. functional space from

a biomechanical perspective (Lee and Lin et al., 2013). In addition, despite the presence of

remaining attachment, i.e. the softer periodontal mechanical “links” between cementum and

bone, the gradients in TNF-α expression (Fig.S2c) indicated that the quality of the links

could be different from their respective controls. Furthermore, the observed changes in

functional space following 6 and 12weeks of ligation, due to resorption and/or growth

observed at the PDL-bone and PDL-cementum interfaces, are proposed as a compensatory

mechanism – an adaptation in an attempt to maintain joint function – that shifts the organ

towards malfunction (Fig.5).

Based on the innate nature of the PDL, during periodontitis, the solid (elastic)-to-fluid

(viscous) ratio could change in a manner similar to the effects commonly observed in other

biphasic skeletal tissues such as tendons, cartilage, and ligaments (Duenwald-Kuehl et al.,

2012; Duenwald et al., 2009; Holmes et al., 1985; Kondratko et al., 2013; LaCroix et al.,

2013; Mow et al., 1984). The solid phase includes fibrillar proteins dominated by collagen,

various globular proteins, and PGs, which have a semi-solid resemblance. The fluid phase

contains water, a combination of interstitial fluid (bound and unbound) and blood, which

resides within vessels, and provides nutrients to the complex. Following induction of

disease, an observed inevitable biochemical change was increased gradients of TNF-α
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expression (Fig.S2c), which is thought to increase matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity

and thus cause tissue breakdown and decreased bound water retention characteristics of the

tissue (Ahn et al., 2013; Nishikawa et al., 2002). Prolonged function and depending on the

stage of the disease, plausible effects would be different amounts of solid and fluid, as well

as a change in quality of the respective phases and their interactions. Hence, altered

biomechanics at 6 and 12weeks of disease progression and their respective controls were

evaluated by recording joint response at different loading rates (Supplemental Table 1).

Several biochemical events affect periodontal attachment during disease. These include

increased levels of MMPs and RANKL, breakdown of PGs and collagen crosslinks,

deterioration of collagen fibrils, and TRAP(+) clastic activity directly related to a change in

forms of bone and cementum (Fig.5b) (Ababneh et al., 1999; Giannobile et al., 2003; Lee et

al., 2013; Waddington et al., 1998; Waddington et al., 2000). The disease-related outcomes

at earlier stages of progression can manifest into changes in form and the quality of tissues

within the coronal complex (Lee et al., 2013). Both these aspects within the coronal complex

are crucial for resisting joint failure when higher loads at a higher speed are placed on the

joint. Based on pure morphological analysis (Figs.S2b and 5a) with all other parameters

remaining a constant, it is conceivable that the tooth can displace more into the alveolar

socket as illustrated through compression tests (Figs.1c,d) and DIC (Fig.4). With increased

degrees of freedom arise an increased displacement resulting in a lower stiffness as observed

in the case of diseased joints (Figs.1c,d). An increased change in stiffness between healthy

and diseased joints was most seen as the tooth was displaced more into the socket (at higher

peak loads) at both time points (Figs.1c,d and 4).

While stiffness provides an insight to the behavior of the diseased joint as it continues to

bear higher loads (harder diets), it minimally decouples the load bearing nature due to fluid

compartments. Fluids also are an integral part in providing a joint with its innate

biomechanical characteristics. Additionally, resistance offered by the fluid can change both

due to rate at which the joint is loaded (shear stress to shear strain phenomenon related to

viscosity) within and across groups (controls and diseased), and fluid time-related change in

interaction of the fluid with the solid fragments as a result of tissue deterioration – a

predominant effect in experimental groups. Hence, reactionary load rate at different

displacement rates was calculated and load relaxation tests were performed specifically after

observing the diverging but increasing reactionary response of the joints at higher

displacement rates (equivalent to percent strain) and peak loads in comparison to diseased

joints. Trends included a slower reactionary response to loads regardless of rate of loading

(Fig.1).

The observed effects of load rate increased with increasing loading velocity (Figs.1a, b, e),

which could be correlated to decreased retention of interstitial fluid. Decreased retention of

interstitial fluid is speculated due to degradation of transseptal and coronal PDL attachment

fibers, decreasing the surface area for bound water and increasing matrix porosity to allow

water to flow easily through the organic matrix (Bergomi et al., 2010). As such, hydrostatic

pressure observed under control conditions would not be maintained, and the ligated joint in

the earlier stages could exhibit a decreased response to load rate as evidenced through our

data (Fig.1). The load rate response was best illustrated in this study by recording load
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relaxation at two different rates with an order of magnitude difference (0.2 and 2.0mm/min).

The joint, regardless of its state, demonstrated increased load relaxation at higher rate of

loading when compared to one tenth of loading speed (Fig.2). This effect is best explained

by using the classic model of “nonlinear fluid solid interaction during compression (NFSI)”

(Holmes et al., 1985; Mow et al., 1984), which highlights the significance of fluid motion

through percent solid compaction and its effect on joint response as related to loading rates.

Of consequence to this study is the application of the NFSI model to explain the dynamics

of the healthy joint and the shift thereof between healthy and diseased joints at two different

speeds (0.2 and 2.0mm/min.).

By nature, softer and harder matrices are permeable, and their permeability increases with

breakdown of tissues. In parallel, fluid interaction with the solid phase could change,

inversely prompting an overall change in organ mechanics. Healthy and diseased joints

when loaded at a faster rate behaved closer to pseudoelastic materials, i.e. lower load

relaxation when compared to slower rates of loading (Fig.2). This behavior is thought to

occur due to increased resistance to fluid motion with the percent compressed solid in case

of systems loaded rapidly, prompting them to appear elastic-like (Holmes et al., 1985; Mow

et al., 1984). However, given such a scenario, decreased apparent differences in load

relaxation (Fig.2) and recovery (Fig.3) responses were identified between healthy and

diseased specimens after 6weeks and between diseased specimens after 6 and 12weeks of

ligation. Based on the NFSI model, it is here that we speculate that the permeability of PDL

in the 6-week diseased specimens was less than that of the PDL in control specimens but

could be greater than that of the PDL in 12-week diseased specimens. However, following

induction of disease and with the emerging dominance of solid compartment, it is likely that

the complex had decreased dampening capability and that the load bearing capacity is

limited to lower rates of loading – two effects that are exacerbated after 12weeks.

Additionally, it is possible that the fibrous matrix of the ligament did not retain the innate

water binding nature and as such contained less bound fluid compared to its healthy and 6-

week ligated counterparts. This also implies that elastic recovery could decrease alluding to

a decreased ability to absorb higher loads over a shorter period of time (Fig.3b).

Interestingly, the difference between healthy and diseased joints decreased with increased

time of disease, suggesting that an age-related decrease in fluid flow (e.g. decreased

permeability) and matrix changes could have occurred in our animal model (Komatsu et al.,

2004).

This study looks at the end result of a compensatory mechanism as a consequence of disease

and thus is discussed as an adaptation. Based on results from our previous study (earlier time

points of 4, 8, and 15 days) and those in this study (6 and 12weeks), a significant outcome of

compensatory mechanism was observed through cementum growth by 15 days and

continued to be the same with prolonged disease. Additional outcomes included a change in

collagen birefringence and random fiber angulation through 6weeks of ligation (Fig.6b), but

also an increased birefringence with a preferential orientation at 12weeks with increased

nuclear alignment and elongation, indicating the alignment and stretching of PDL cells (Fig.

6c). These outcomes are time-related compensatory consequences of coronal loss of

attachment and an attempt to maintain joint function despite deterioration of softer and
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harder constituents due to initial induction of LPS-soaked ligatures (see supplemental

section S4).

Disease in general prompts a change in glycosaminoglycan-collagen interactions and, as a

result, the interaction of the soft tissue with the interstitial fluid, fixed charge density, stretch

capacity of the organic matrix, permeability, and fluid flow-to-solid compaction ratio – all of

which aid in load reactionary response of the joint. The effect of fluid drag on load bearing

characteristics of joints is largely seen when the joint was loaded at different rates. The two

compartment theory of solid-to-fluid ratio plays a significant role in diseased joints. It is

challenging to note the change in the ratio of the phases with time; however, by performing

load relaxation studies we predict that the solid-to-fluid ratio for the 6-week diseased state

was lower compared to that of the 12-week diseased state. This argument is further

corroborated with the histological observations of increased matrix compaction by increased

birefringence and fiber uncrimping (Fig.6b,c). In response to compression, the greater

displacement of the tooth in the socket and lower stiffness of the joint can “potentiate”

amplified fiber straining and alignment in response to perpetuating parafunction. The

increased expression and altered localization of TRAP show that at 12weeks an increase in

compression reminiscent of hyperfunction (Lee et al., 2013; Nozaki et al., 2010; Walker et

al., 2008) occurred within furcation and interdental bone (Fig.5b), i.e. the fulcrum about

which the tooth is thought to pivot during function (Chattah et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2013;

Naveh et al., 2012).

Sustained function on disease and innate physiology related morphological changes are

thought to potentiate an altered mechanobiology. An altered mechanobiology could manifest

into changes in tissues biomechanics that constitute the complex. The noted change

identified by load rate response was in the softer constituent, i.e. the ligament, within which

resides solid and fluid compartments. While the degraded coronal regions of the fibrous

joint cause increased tooth mobility, the interfacial motion can alter the mechanobiology. As

such, the phenotypic expressions of cells at the existing PDL-bone and PDL-cementum, and

within the PDL per se, can change to that of a fibrous tissue (Brunski, 1999; Wazen et al.,

2013). Hence, it is possible that with decreased matrix permeability, solid-to-fluid

interaction, and loss in mechanical integrity of the solid compartment, the non-degraded

PDL within the apical regions of the diseased complex becomes closer to mimicking

conditions of a so called pseudo PDL which is a fibrous tissue that is thought to form due to

micromotion between a dental implant and bone (Brunski, 1999; Hori and Lewis, 1982; Lee

and Lin et al., 2013; Wazen et al., 2013). As such, past 6 weeks of disease induction, a

plausible effect with increased mobility of the tooth is increased collagen turnover leading to

a fibrous tissue between bone and cementum layers with minimal dampening characteristics

and an increased risk of hard tissue fracture that constitute the organ.

5. Conclusion

Periodontitis shifted the biomechanics of the joint toward properties reflective of increased

joint mobility (Fig.7a). An altered PDL-space, shifts in expression levels and localization of

TRAP(+) staining, and advancement of mineralization fronts in secondary cementum,

highlighted the possibility of strain amplification within the diseased joint. Because
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increased mobility due to decreased bone-PDL-tooth attachment generated adaptive effects,

the joint could be potentiated towards failure by positive feedback. An additive effect is

created through alterations to the soft tissue constituents of the joint through shifts in the

PDL fiber morphology to an increasingly fibrous characteristic (Fig.7b). Decreased load

relaxation and recovery curves hinted on decreased permeability of the organic matrix,

allowing increased fluid drag (Fig.7b) and decreased dampening characteristics. From an

applied science perspective, diseased joints could be at an increased failure risk for a given

load when compared to its healthy counterpart. From a clinical perspective, it is proposed

that a patient affected by periodontitis should refrain from a hard diet (i.e. high load

response) as well as hard and/or quick chewing motions (i.e. high displacement rate and/or

high loads).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Biomechanical response to simulated cyclical physiological loads
Load rate versus displacement rate plots compare the reactionary load rate response of

fibrous joints after 6 weeks (A; control – black, ligated – green) and 12 weeks (B; control –

blue, ligated – red) of ligation. Linear trend lines are fitted through each group of data points

from each reactionary peak load using the least squares method. Stiffness versus

displacement plots compare the stiffness response of fibrous joints after 6 weeks (C; control

– black, ligated – green) and 12 weeks (D; control – blue, ligated – red) of ligation. Trend

lines are plotted through each group of data point from each displacement rate. Color-coded
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boxes highlight the differences in displacement ranges between control and ligated groups.

Column plots were used to illustrate the differences in slopes between control and ligated

groups (control value subtracted from ligated value) at each time point (6-week – black, 12-

week – gray) as measured from load rate-displacement rate (E) and stiffness-displacement

(F) graphs. Disp. – displacement.
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Figure 2. Load relaxation response under constant displacement
(A) Representative load versus time and corresponding displacement versus time plots

illustrate the typical loading, hold, and unloading phases of each loading cycle. The hold

phase used for load relaxation analysis, during which the displacement is held constant, is

highlighted in orange. Load relaxation profiles compare control and ligated fibrous joints

that underwent loading at 0.2mm/min (B) and 2.0mm/min (C) at the 6-week time point and

0.2mm/min (D) and 2.0mm/min (E) at the 12-week time point. Time values are plotted in

logarithmic scale of base 10. Curves are offset for effective comparisons between control

and ligated groups at each reactionary peak load. As such, the top row of graphs represents
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the hold phase of cycles loaded to a reactionary peak load of 15N, the second row represents

those loaded to 10N, and the final row represents those loaded to 5N. 6-week control –

black; 6-week ligated – green; 12-week control – blue; 12-week ligated – red.
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Figure 3. Load recovery response during unloading
(A) Representative load versus time and corresponding displacement versus time plots

illustrate the typical loading, hold, and unloading phases of each loading cycle. The

unloading phase used for load recovery analysis is highlighted in orange. Load recovery

profiles compare control and ligated fibrous joints that underwent loading at 0.2mm/min (B)

and 2.0mm/min (C) at the 6-week time point and 0.2mm/min (D) and 2.0mm/min (E) at the

12-week time point. Curves were offset to for effective comparisons between control and

ligated groups at each reactionary peak load. For each individual graph, the set of curves
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decreasing from 0N represents the unloading phase of cycles loaded to a reactionary peak

load of 5N, the set of curves decreasing from −5N represents those loaded to 10N, and the

final set of curves decreasing from −10N represents those loaded to 15N. Equivalent column

plots compare initial unloading load rates at 0.2mm/min (F) and 2.0mm/min (G) of

unloading between control (solid) and ligated (dotted) fibrous joints after 6 weeks (black)

and 12 weeks (gray) of ligation. (B-E) 6-week control – black; 6-week ligated – green; 12-

week control – blue; 12-week ligated – red.
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Figure 4. Calculated tooth displacement within the alveolar bone socket using digital image
correlation (DIC)
Comparisons in tooth displacement relative to the bone within control (A,B) and ligated

(C,D) joints. Color-coded regions indicate areas analyzed for changes in horizontal (X-axis,

A, C) and vertical (Y-axis, B, D) displacement fields. Each color represents a different

displacement range. Please note the axis and displacement range changes for displacement

vectors between control and ligated joints. Circular arrows are representative (not to scale)

indicators of the direction and magnitude of tooth movement based on calculated DIC

values.
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Figure 5. Correlation between morphometrics and osteoclastic activity as analyzed through
PDL-width and TRAP staining
(A) The column graph shows differences in average PDL-space measurements between

control and ligated fibrous joints (control values subtracted from ligated values) at

interradicular (red), mesial coronal (grey), mesial apical (green), distal coronal (orange),

and distal apical (blue) regions. Both 6-week (solid) and 12-week (hashed) time points are

plotted. Positive values indicate increased PDL-space in ligated joints compared to controls

while negative values indicate decreased PDL-space in ligated joints compared to

controls. α, β, γ, δ Significant difference between ligated and control within each region
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(Student's t-test, P<0.05). (B) Light micrograph images taken at 10× magnification compare

localization and intensity of TRAP(+) staining within osteoclasts, reversal lines, and the

extracellular matrix of control (i-iv, ix, xi-xiv, xix) and ligated (v-viii, x, xv-viii, xx) joints

after 6 weeks (i-x) and 12 weeks (xi-xx) of ligation. At 6 weeks, differences are annotated in

distal (light blue arrows) and mesial furcation (brown arrows). At 12 weeks, differences are

noted in mesial (yellow arrows), mesial furcation (blue arrows), distal furcation (green

arrows), and distal regions (black arrows) are compared. Advancement of secondary

cementum is also highlighted (green hashed lines). Please note that tissues within each

image were oriented similarly based on corresponding regions of mesial coronal, mesial

apical, distal coronal, distal apical, and interradicular. T – tooth; B – bone; PDL –

periodontal ligament; SC – secondary cementum.
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Figure 6. Histological observations of collagen fiber orientation, shape, and organization
(A) Representative H&E-stained sections at 10× magnification show interproximal gingiva

adjacent to the second molar of 6-week control (i), 6-week ligated (ii), 12-week control (iii),

and 12-week ligated (iv) rats. Representative micrographs of corresponding H&E-stained

(10× magnification; B.i-iv, C.i-iv) and PSR-stained (4× magnification; B.v-viii, C.v-viii)

sections compare differences in the apical mesial and distal regions of control and ligated

fibrous joints at 6-week (B) and 12-week (C) time points. (B.i-iv, C.i-iv) Differences in

morphology of nuclei (along hashed arrows) and advancement of the mineralization front
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(green asterisks) are highlighted. (B.v-viii, C.v-viii) Images of PSR-stained sections were

taken using polarized light. Plots illustrate directionality of birefringent collagen fibers

within mesial apical (B.ix, C.ix), distal coronal (B.x, C.x), and distal apical regions (B.xi,

C.xi). Color coding within plots correspond to colored boxes within micrographs. T – tooth;

IE – interdental epithelium; TF – transseptal fibers; Lig – ligature; B – bone; PDL –

periodontal ligament; SC – secondary cementum.
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Figure 7. Suggested model summarizing the findings in a temporal fashion
(A) These observations are based on the hallmarks of periodontitis, joint biomechanics, and

morphological features of the soft tissue and the overall joint. Polygonal shapes illustrate

deviation of the diseased joint from the control joint based on magnitude. The negligible

differences at the beginning of the timeline represent no differences in baseline

measurements between the two groups at the start of ligation. Arrows represent the increase

and/or decrease in deviation. (B) Illustrations showing the suggested differences in

permeability that correlate to the findings at both the early stages (4-15 days) (Lee and Lin

et al., 2013) and later stages (6-12 weeks) of the study. Permeability to fluid flux is expected

to increase during the initial degradative phase of the disease, during which the host

response to inflammation causes degeneration of transseptal fibers and a decrease in crestal

bone height. Strain-induced adaptation due to the increased mobility of the tooth is observed

within the apical regions of the PDL at later stages of periodontitis, leading to increased

fibrous tissue formation and a decrease in proteoglycan content. Permeability of the tissue is

decreased leading to a decrease in load relaxation and load recovery characteristics in the

diseased fibrous joint at a later stage. As such, the cause of decreased stiffness and load rate

is attributed to a loss in PDL attachment and degradation of the coronal aspects of the joint,

while the decrease in load relaxation (at higher loads) and recoverability (at lower loads) can
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be attributed to adaptation of the joint. Please note that the observed biomechanically-

induced adaptations outlined in this model are reserved to the soft tissue elements of the

fibrous joint.
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